By cautious analyses we point out in this paper that inflation model can't solve the particle horizon problem. The key flaw of past analyses is to neglect the divergnece between the Hubble radius and the particle horizon in vacuum dominated epoch. At last we give the answer to the particle horizon problem.
Introduction
A fundamental idea of modern cosmology is inflation, in which an epoch of much more fiersly expanding than the conventional big bang model is inserted in the very early universe, say, at time when GUT symetry break down, of the standard big bang model. But we can always ask the following 1 two questions:
1.Did the inflation really happen? 2.Which is more extraodinary between we confess the initial conditon of our universe is so extradinary and we select many extradinary conditons to make the inflation to begin , to continue enough long and to stop at proper time?
To the first question the supporters of inflation declare that inflation model can explain so many puzzles that it must be true. But the criterion of a successful theory is its ability to predict new fact, not its ability to explain the old fact. To our viewpoint the only new fact the inflation model predicted is the total density of our universe is just critical density despite the observed result is very vague. On the other hand the hot debates on the second question never cease [1] .
In this paper we will give a method to solve partical horizon problem without inflation. At the same time ,surprisingly, we find inflation model can't do any work on the particle horizon problem. In the next paper we will give a model of primordial purtabation theory without inflation.
In the following we always discuss in 4-dimensional FRW universe and the density is critical density.
2 Particle horizon and Hubble radius 2.1 on matter dominated epoch and radiation dominated epoch
In FRW(Friedmann-Robertson-Walker) universe whose density is critical density the metric can be written as
where a(t) is scale factor. In matter dominated epoch,
where c 1 is a constant, which leads the paticle horizon
and the Hubble radius
It is easy to see on the same simutanous hypersurface of standard 1+3 decomposition of FRW universe where t ph = t r the particle horizon and the Hubble radius have the relation
Through almost the same way we obtain the relation of the particle horizon and the Hubble radius in the epoch of radiation dominated as follow
So we can say in radiation or matter dominated epoch the Hubble radius can crudely represents the particle horizon.
On vacuum dominated epoch
In most inflation models there is an epoch when the vacuum domins. In that epoch the spacetime metic is de Sitter metric
where
χ is a parameter, t 0 denotes the time when the universe enters vacuum dominated epoch and t denotes any time in the vacuum dominated. The particle horizon in the vacuum dominated epoch can be caculated as follow
Mimicing the difination of Hubble radius in matter and radiation dominated epoch we define Hubble radius
It is obvious the Hubble radius cannot represent the particle horizon in vacuum dominated epoch. So the sentenses such as the purterbation wave exit Hubble horizon(means Hubble radius) has no casual relation is nonsense.
Particle horizon problem in inflation model
It is generally believed that the particle horizon problem in big bang model has been conquered by inflation model. But if we consider more carefully the result is very different. Let's review the horizon problem. As approximate caculation we take present Hubble constant H 0 = 65km.sec −1 .Mpc −1 and the universe is and was at critical density. From the first section the particle horizon is
The presently observable universe is the section of the whole universe in particle horizon now. Based on the red-shift of galaxy and the red-shift of CMB(cosmological microwave background) we know the observed universe is the same order of the presently observable universe, which means the supposition that most time of our universe is dominated by matter is correct. So in practical number caculation we consider the presently observable universe is the same as the observed universe. We have known the fact that the observed universe is homogenous for many years. Let's consider the presently observed universe and particle horizon when we come back to the early universe. We know the radius of the observed universe D b is proportional to a(t)(= c 1 t 2 3 ,for matter dominated;= c 2 t 1 2 ,for radiation dominated) where the radius of the particle horizon D ph is proportional to t(= 3t,for matter dominated;= 2t
for radiation dominated) and they are of the same order now. So when we come back to the early universe we find that the universe we observed now is perfectly out of horizon. For example when t = 10 5 year
is the age of our universe. At the same time the particle horizon is
We can see that D b = 50 * D ph when t = 10 5 year. The problem is more serious when we come back nearer to the big bang singularity. In the very early universe the universe is radiation damainated, but the conclusion is the same. When we trace back to the Planck epoch t p = 10 −43 s according to standard big bang model, following the method we just mentioned we can obtain D d (t p ) = 10 30 D ph (t p ). If we require the universe we observed now was in particle horizon one time, there must exist an epoch when the scale factor a(t) grow 10 30 times than the radius of particle horizon. Let's take a look on inflation model by which someone anounced they conquered the horizon puzzle. The core of inflation model is the universe has undergone a much faster increasing than the standard FRW model. The inflation is vacuum dominated epoch. Supposing the initial time of inflation is t i and the ending time is t e . Also will we point that in most literature people use the "Hubble radius" represents the particle horizon. From the first section we see that in matter dominated epoch or radiation dominated epoch it is right.
The key flaw of past analyses [1, 2, 3] are people mistakely regard the Hubble radius as the particle horizon in the vacuum dominated epoch. Based on the first section the correct analyse of particle horizon in vacuum dominated epoch is presented here. In general we suppose before inflation the universe is dominated by radiation. From Eq.(9)
From Eq.(6)
Define enlargement factor in inflation epoch
where t i is initial time of inflation , t e is the ending time of inflation and x is arbitrary function.
The enlargement factor of scale factor a(t) is
from Eq.(8)
The enlargement factor of particle horizon H ph is,from Eq.(14),
From Eq.(6) and Eq.(15) we get
The proportion of enlargement factor of a to the enlargement factor of H ph can be written as
Let t i = 10 −34 s and t e = 2 * 10 −32 s, we can caculate both Z a and Z ph are of order 10 43 . So it is clear this proportion of enlargement factor of a to the enlargement factor of H ph is far from the proportion the theory required 10 30 . We conclude that the inflation model do no work on the particle horizon problem.
solve the particle horizon problem
The particle horizon is realtive to a particle(an observer). Holding this in mind tightly we solve the particle horizon problem only need an idea.
In figure 1 A,B,C are three points and the circles around them denote the particle horizons separately at time t = t 0 . Point 1 and 2 in the particle horizon of A, 2 and 3 in B, etc. We can choose an physical quantity, such as temperature T to represent the thermal equlibrium. The early literature [3] has proofed in the very early universe can reach thermal equilibrium in the particle horizon of a particle, such as A,B,C, which equal to say horizons, say, of 1 and 2 in figure 1. Supposing the two particle horizons have different simultaneous hypersurfaces AB and AC we will get contradictory result. We choose a physical quantity representing physical homogeneousness, for example, temperature T . Because of the thermal equilibrium in a partical horizon in the very early universe, we have
which contradicts to the fact that the universe is not static. So we conclude that the whole universe manifold share a communal slicing if we require the space is homogeneous, which give the proof of Eq(22) and Eq(23) a sound base.
A puzzle may apear. We know no particle travel faster than light in vacuum. How does the causal discrete areas "know" temperature of each other?
We give a naive analogy of this situation. A theatre has fifty rows. All of the rows are full except the first row. Now all the audience stand up and then sit down to the front row, which seems like the people in the last row reach to the first raw at once.
